A New Stochastic Sliding-Mode Design for Descriptor Fuzzy Systems With Time-Varying Delay.
In this article, by use of sliding-mode control, a descriptor stochastic fuzzy system with time-varying delay is considered. First, a new sliding-mode surface is proposed. By use of it, the fuzzy system with different input matrices could be studied. At the same time, the controlled system still has strong robustness to external disturbance. Second, since time delay is variable, there is not the time-delay term in the function of the new sliding-mode surface. It makes the controller construct hard. Third, the process of constructing the controller is different from the traditional method. The process of designing the controller does not use the border of external disturbance. Using a new self-adaptive method, the considered system reaches and is kept on the surface. Unlike the earlier sliding-mode controller, the virtue of this controller is that the fluctuation of the controller is small. Finally, two simulations are given to illustrate the effect of this method.